
THE ARC OF NEW MEXICO MASTER TRUST II
AMENDED AND RESTATED

Amendment of Trust made this 15th day of August 1999, by and between 

Association for Retarded Citizens of New Mexico, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “The 

Arc of New Mexico, Inc.”), as Settlor, and First Financial Trust Company, as Trustee.

The Trust Agreement made by Settlor on April 9, 1999, provides at Article Eight, 

Section 1, that such agreement may be altered or amended by the Settlor, by delivering 

a signed instrument to the Trustee.

Settlor now desires to make changes in Article Five and in Article Six, paragraph 

(I), of the Trust Agreement and hereby amends and restates The Arc of New Mexico 

Master Trust II as follows:

THIS AGREEMENT made this 10th day of November 1999, by and between the 

Association for Retarded Citizens of New Mexico, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “The 

Arc of New Mexico”), as Settlor, and First Financial Trust Company, as Trustee.

WHEREAS, the Settlor has deposited with the Trustee the property listed on 

Appendix 2, attached hereto, and wishes to establish a trust solely to further the 

Settlor’s program to provide benefits for handicapped and disabled persons as set forth 

hereinafter.

THE ARC OF NEW MEXICO MASTER TRUST II AGREEMENT

The name of the trust shall be The Arc of New Mexico Master Trust II.  The 

Settlor hereby establishes a Master Trust Agreement for the convenience of individual 

Donors who qualify and wish to join it.  If a Donor executes a Joinder Agreement 

incorporating this Master Trust Agreement by reference, and the Joinder Agreement 

has been approved by The Arc of New Mexico, Inc., the Trustee agrees to hold, 

administer, and distribute the income and principal of the trust in accordance with the 

terms and provisions hereinafter set forth.



ARTICLE ONE

Definitions:

For all purposes under this instrument:

(a) “Trustee” shall mean First Financial Trust Company and its successors in 

such capacity;

(b) “The Arc” shall mean The Arc of New Mexico, Inc., in its capacity as a 

New Mexico not-for-profit corporation;

(c) “The Arc of New Mexico Master Trust II” or “Trust II” shall mean the trust 

hereby established;

(d) “Disabled Beneficiary” or “Disabled Beneficiaries” shall mean those 

persons with mental retardation or other developmental disability as determined by the 

Settlor in accordance with a Joinder Agreement;

(e) “Donor” or “Donors” shall mean those persons or entities making 

contributions from time to time to Trust II;

(f) “Distribute” shall mean to pay over, convey, deliver, transfer, and assign 

absolutely and in fee simple forever, free of all trusts created hereunder;

(g) “Government assistance” or “Government benefits” shall mean all 

services, medical care, benefits and financial assistance that may be provided by any 

federal, state, or local agency to or on behalf of a Beneficiary.  Such benefits include but 

are not limited to benefits received under the following programs:  Supplemental 

Security Income (SSI), Old Age Survivor and Disability Insurance (OASDI), Medicaid, 

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Food Stamps, Section 8 Housing, and 

any additional, similar, or successor public programs;

(h) “In-Kind Support and Maintenance” shall mean the receipt, or right to 

receive food, shelter, or clothing as defined in 20 CFR § 416.1130;

(i) “Joinder Agreement” shall mean a written agreement between the Trustee 

and a Sponsor, which adopts the terms of this Trust Agreement for a designated 

Beneficiary and outlines any particular supplemental needs of such Beneficiary.  By 

executing a Joinder Agreement, a Sponsor agrees to be subject to all of the terms and 

conditions of this Trust Agreement and any amendments thereto;



(j) “Sub-account” shall mean a financial account established and maintained 

by the Trustee for a Beneficiary under the terms of this Trust Agreement with assets 

contributed by or for such Beneficiary.  The Sub-account shall be designated 

Beneficiary’s individual account maintained and accounted for by the Trustee separate 

from the Sub-accounts of other beneficiaries and from the remainder of the pooled 

funds;

(k) Payments for “supplemental needs” or for “supplemental care” shall mean 

non-support disbursements and disbursements for in-kind support and maintenance 

(including food, clothing and shelter) but only to the extent that such disbursements do 

not result in the disqualification of a Beneficiary from government or private assistance 

to which the Beneficiary would otherwise be entitled.  It is not the intention of the Settlor 

or Sponsors to displace government and private assistance that may otherwise be 

available to any Trust Beneficiary.  It is the intention of the Settlor and Sponsors to limit 

the Trustee’s contribution to a Beneficiary’s supplemental care only.  The following 

illustrates the kinds of supplemental, non-support disbursements that, under current 

law, are appropriate for the Trustee to make from this Trust to or for the benefit of a 

Trust Beneficiary.  Such examples are not exclusive:  Medical, dental and diagnostic 

work and treatment for which there are no available private or public funds, and medical 

procedures that are desirable in the Trustee’s discretion, even though they may not be 

medically necessary or life saving.  Further, a Beneficiary’s supplemental nursing care, 

rehabilitative and occupational therapy services are reasonably considered by the 

Trustee for payment.  Differentials in cost between housing and shelter for shared and 

private rooms in institutional settings may be paid by the Trustee in its discretion for 

Beneficiaries of the Trust.  Care appropriate for a Beneficiary that assistance programs 

may not or do not otherwise provide may be paid by the Trustee, as well.  Expenditures 

for travel, companionship, cultural experiences, and expenses in bringing a 

Beneficiary’s siblings and others for visitation with him or her are expenditures that may 

be of value and ought to be considered for payment by the Trustee, subject to the 

Trustee’s fiduciary duties.  Trustee may also consider expenditure for an irrevocable 

pre-paid burial plan.  Supplemental care needs shall also include items of a similar 

nature specified in a Joinder Agreement if approved by the Trustee.



The Trustee may also make expenditures for the in-kind support and 

maintenance of a Beneficiary even if such expenditures would result in a reduction of a 

Beneficiary’s government and/or private benefits but only to the extent that such 

expenditures do not result in the disqualification of a Beneficiary from government 

and/or private benefits for which the Beneficiary would otherwise be entitled.  For 

example, under current law, the Trustee may make expenditures for in-kind support and 

maintenance to a Beneficiary receiving benefits under the Supplemental Security 

Income (SSI) program but only if the total value of such expenditures in a given month 

does not result in reducing the Beneficiary’s SSI benefits to zero under the “Presumed 

Maximum Value” or “One-Third Reduction” rules.

As noted, the above list is intended to be illustrative of the kinds of supplemental 

disbursements that the Trustee might make under current law and is not intended to be 

exclusive.  In particular, benefits available under government assistance programs may 

expand or contract in the future, thus expanding or contracting the items that would be 

considered supplemental to benefits provided under such programs.  The Trustee shall 

have the ability to respond to such changes in the benefits available under government 

assistance programs by having the discretion to make expenditures for needs not 

provided by such programs as they are constitute at the time the Trustee’s discretion is 

exercised.

ARTICLE TWO

Purpose and Objective of Trust II

It is the purpose and objective of Trust II to promote the Disabled Beneficiaries’ 

comfort and happiness, by using the trust property to provide and serve the interests of 

the Disabled Beneficiaries over and above their basic maintenance, support, medical, 

dental and therapeutic care, or any other appropriate care or service which may be paid 

for or provided by other sources.  It is not the purpose of Trust II to provide any such 

basic services to any Disabled Beneficiary.

The Trustee shall use the trust property to promote the happiness, welfare, and 

development of the Disabled Beneficiaries without in any way reducing the actual or 

potential services or financial assistance in basic maintenance, support, medical, dental 



and therapeutic care, or any other appropriate care or service the Disabled 

Beneficiaries receive, or may receive, from any local, state, or federal government or 

agency or department thereof, and without using any portion of Trust II or its income or 

principal, to reimburse any local, state, or federal government or agency or department 

thereof for such maintenance (“Government Assistance”).  The Trustee is prohibited 

from using or applying the trust property in any way which would jeopardize the 

Government Assistance otherwise available to the Disabled Beneficiaries.

Within the expressed purposed and objectives of this trust, the Trustee shall 

have sole and unqualified discretion in making disbursements for the benefit of the 

Disabled Beneficiaries or in declining to make such disbursements.  Funds available for 

disbursement in any one year may be accumulated for disbursement in subsequent 

years.

ARTICLE THREE

Effective Date and Contributions

(a) Trust II is established as of the day and year first above written.  It shall be 

effective as to any Donor or Disabled Beneficiary upon execution of a Joinder 

Agreement, after proper certification by The Arc.  A sample of the Joinder Agreement is 

attached hereto as Appendix 1.  Upon delivery to and acceptance by the Trustee of 

cash, its equivalent, or then marketable securities, Trust II, as to such Donor and the 

designation of the respective Disabled Beneficiary, shall be irrevocable and said 

property shall be nonrefundable.

(b) Property, or interests in property (such as a policy of life insurance on the 

Donor’s life in which Trust II is designated as beneficiary, or if Trust II is named as a 

beneficiary of any other future interest in property, such as under Donor’s last will and 

testament), can be designated for future transfer by the Donor as a contribution  Such 

designation is revocable and can be revoked by the Donor as to such property, himself 

or herself, at any time during that Donor’s life and continued competence, upon prior 

written notice from the Donor to the Trustee.

(c) Additions to a Trust Sub-Account.  The Donor, or any other person 

desiring to make a contribution to a Trust Sub-Account, shall have the right at any time 



to add property acceptable in the absolute discretion of the Trustee of a Trust Sub-

Account on behalf of a designated Beneficiary.  Such property, upon acceptance by the 

Trustee, shall become a part of the trust Estate and shall be held for the benefit of a 

designated Beneficiary as set forth in this agreement.

(d) Acceptance of Property by Trustee.  The Trustee, in its absolute 

discretion, may decline to accept property which is offered for transfer to a Trust Sub-

Account if the Trustee deems the property of a character which is inappropriate for 

addition to the Trust Estate.  If the Trustee, in the exercise of such absolute discretion, 

decides not to accept a transfer of property, it shall advise the person making such 

transfer or the personal representative of his or her estate within thirty (30) days after 

being notified of the nature of the property to be transferred.  If the property has already 

been received or registered in the name of the Trust, the Trustee shall have the right to 

cancel the transfer of the property, and the Trustee shall promptly have the property re-

registered and returned to the person making the transfer or the personal representative 

of his or her estate on condition that such person or estate assumes all costs of re-

registration.

(e) Trust Account Designation by Transferror.  Any person desiring to make a 

contribution to the Trust Estate shall designate the specific Trust Sub-Account to which 

the property is to be allocated.  In the absence of a specific designation, the Trust Sub-

Account for which the transferor or his or her spouse is Donor shall be deemed to be 

the designated Trust Sub-Account.  If the transferor or his or her spouse is not a Donor 

of a Trust Sub-Account, the Trustee, in its discretion, shall determine the Trust Sub-

Account to which the property shall be allocated or may, in its discretion, establish a 

new Trust Sub-Account for an eligible Beneficiary to which the property shall be 

allocated.

(f) Contributions to be administered in accordance with the Joinder 

Agreement and Trust II may be made by any person or entity, subject to proper 

certification by The Arc.



ARTICLE FOUR

DISTRIBUTIONS FROM TRUST SUB-ACCOUNTS

(a) Distributions on Behalf of a Beneficiary.  The Trustee shall pay or apply for

the supplemental care of each Beneficiary, such amounts from the principal or income, 

or both, of the Trust Sub-Account maintained for such Beneficiary, up to the whole 

thereof, as the Trustee, in its sole discretion, may from time to time deem necessary or 

advisable for the satisfaction of that Beneficiary’s supplemental care needs, if any.  Any 

income not distributed shall be added annually to the principal in the Trust Sub-Account 

maintained for the respective Beneficiary.

(b) Payment of Taxes.  The Trustee may pay from a Trust Sub-Account any 

tax liability attributable to any taxable income of such Trust Sub-Account.

(c) Limitations on Discretionary Authority.  Disbursements from this Trust 

should not be made to or for the benefit of a Beneficiary if the effect of such distribution 

replaces government or private assistance benefits of any kind.  The Trustee may, 

however, make expenditures for the in-kind support and maintenance of a Beneficiary 

even if such expenditures would result in a reduction of a Beneficiary’s government 

and/or private benefits as long as such expenditures do not result in the disqualification 

of a Beneficiary from such government and/or private benefits.

The Trust corpus and income are not available to any Beneficiary except 

to the extent of distributions made by the Trustee to a Beneficiary.  No distributions 

should be made by the Trustee to or for the benefit of a Beneficiary in excess of 

resource and income limitations of any public or private benefit program to which the 

Beneficiary is entitled or otherwise qualifies.  The Beneficiary’s future needs may be 

considered by the Trustee in connection with disbursements made.  The interests of the 

remainder Beneficiaries are of only secondary importance.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trustee shall not, in any event, be 

liable to any Beneficiary for failure to identify all programs or resources that may be 

available to such Beneficiary because of his or her disabilities.  The prudent person 

standard shall apply in the administration of the Trust.



(d) Identification of Government and Private Benefits.  The Trustee should 

refuse any request for payments from this trust for services that are actually available to 

the Beneficiary from any government or private agency for whose assistance the 

Beneficiary otherwise qualifies.  The Trustee may not be familiar with the federal, state 

and local agencies and private programs that have been created to assist persons 

financially such as the Trust Beneficiaries, and the Trustee should seek assistance in 

identifying government and private programs that are or may be available to the Trust 

Beneficiaries so that the Trustee may better serve them.  The Trustee shall not, 

however, be liable for the failure to identify each and every program or resource that 

might be available to a Beneficiary on account of a Beneficiary’s disabilities and shall be 

held to the prudent person standard in the administration of the Trust.

(e) Spendthrift Provision.  No part of this Trust, principal or income, shall be 

subject to anticipation or assignment by the Beneficiaries; nor shall it be subject to 

attachment or control by any public or private creditor of the Beneficiaries; nor may it be 

taken by any legal or equitable process by any voluntary or involuntary creditor, 

including those that have provided for the Beneficiary’s support and maintenance.  

Further, under no circumstance may any Beneficiary compel a distribution from a 

Beneficiary’s Sub-account

(f) Binding Effect of Trustee’s Determinations.  The exercise or non-exercise 

of any discretionary power granted hereunder to the Trustee and all actions taken by 

the Trustee with respect to making distributions hereunder shall be final and binding 

upon all persons except to the extent that the exercise of such discretion shall limit the 

State of New Mexico’s ability (or ability of any other state that has provided Medicaid 

assistance to a Beneficiary) under statue and regulation to protect its remainder 

interest.

ARTICLE FIVE

The Arc as Advisor.

The Arc, in addition to its role as Settlor, shall be Advisor to the Trustee.  The 

Trustee may solicit The Arc’s advice as it deems appropriate.



As Advisor, The Arc shall be entitled to an annual fee from each trust sub-

account whose status according to the Joinder Agreement is “Funded Enrollment, 

Distributions Authorized.”  This fee shall be $ 400.00 as of January 1, 1998, and shall 

be adjusted each January first thereafter consistent with the changes in the “Consumer 

Price Index for All Urban Consumers,” released by the U.S. Department of Labor, 

Bureau of Labor Statistics for subsequent years.  Such increases may be waived (in full 

or in part) or deferred (in full or in part) on an annual basis by The Arc.

ARTICLE SIX

Administrative Provisions.

(a) Administration for Exclusive Benefit of Designated Beneficiary.  A 

separate Trust Sub-Account shall be maintained for each Beneficiary.  Each Trust Sub-

Account shall be held for the exclusive benefit of the designated Beneficiary of that 

Trust Sub-Account during his or her lifetime, and during his or her lifetime, the Trustee 

shall not use assets in a Trust Sub-Account for the benefit of other Trust Beneficiaries 

or at any time for any purposes not set forth in this Trust Agreement.

(b) Joint Management of Trust Accounts.  The Trustee is authorized to pool 

the resources of all Trust Sub-Accounts and commingle the assets held by them.  Each 

Trust Sub-Account shall be credited with its proportionate share of the net income from 

the Trust Estate.  The term “net income” shall mean the profits and income generated 

from investment of pooled investments less losses and expenses generally attributable 

to administration of the Trust Estate.  Each Trust Sub-Account shall be charged 

separately with disbursements and distributions made on behalf of the Beneficiary of 

such Trust Sub-Account or directly attributable to such Trust Sub-Account.

(c) Segregation of Assets Contributed in Kind.  The Trustee, in its absolute 

discretion, shall have the authority to allocate assets received by it in kind solely to the 

Trust Sub-Accounts for which the assets have been contributed.  In such cases, only 

the Trust Sub-Account in question shall be credited or charged with its share of income, 

profits, gains and losses derived from such segregated assets.  The Trustee, in its sole 

discretion, shall have the right to charge the Trust Sub-Account for administrative 



services and expenses attributable to such segregated assets in addition to general 

administrative services and expenses.

(d) Accounting.  The Trustee shall report, at least annually, to each Donor 

Beneficiary who is eligible to receive discretionary distributions of the net income or 

principal from a Trust Sub-Account maintained for such Beneficiary, all of the receipts, 

disbursements and distributions to or from such Trust Sub-Account occurring during the 

reporting period.  In addition, a complete statement of the Trust Sub-Account resources 

shall be furnished.  Further, The Trustee shall furnish, at least annually, to each Donor 

Beneficiary or to his or her legal representative, a financial statement concerning the 

Trust.

(e) Inspection of Trust Records.  The Trust Sub-Account records of the 

Trustee, along with all Trust Sub-Account documentation, shall be available and open at 

all reasonable times for the inspection of the Beneficiary, or his or her legal 

representative, or both.  The Trustee shall no be required to furnish Trust records or 

documentation to any individual, corporation, or other entity who is not a Beneficiary, or 

does not have the express written approval of the Beneficiary to receive such 

information, or who is not the fiduciary or legal representative of the Beneficiary.

(f) Manner of Distributions.  The Trustee, in its sole discretion, subject to its 

fiduciary duty to protect a Beneficiary’s government or private benefits, may make any 

payment under the Trust (a) directly to a Beneficiary, (b) in any form allowed by law, (c) 

to any person deemed suitable by Trustee, or (d) by direct payment of a Beneficiary’s 

expenses.  The Trustee shall not knowingly make payments directly to a beneficiary or 

to any other persons (whether corporate or individual) where such payment(s) would 

render a Beneficiary ineligible for any government benefit or any private benefit to which 

a Beneficiary would otherwise be entitled.  The Trustee may, however, make 

expenditures for the in-kind support and maintenance of a Beneficiary even if such 

expenditures would result in a reduction of a Beneficiary’s government and/or private 

benefits as long as such expenditures do not result in the disqualification of a 

Beneficiary from such government and/or private benefits.

(g) Legal Costs.  Costs and expenses of defending the Trust from any claim, 

demand, legal or equitable action, suit, or proceeding may, in the sole discretion of the 



Trustee, either (a) be apportioned on a pro rata basis to all Trust Sub-Accounts, or (b) 

be charged only against the Trust Sub-Account of the affected Beneficiary.

(h) For accounting purposes, Trust II shall be operated on a calendar year 

basis.  The Trustee, or its authorized agent, shall maintain records for each Trust Sub-

Account in the name of, and showing the property contributed for, each Disabled 

Beneficiary.  Periodic accountings not less often than annually shall be sent to each 

Donor while living, and thereafter to the guardian or other appropriate representative of 

each Disabled Beneficiary, showing additions to and disbursements from the funds held 

on account in trust for that Disabled Beneficiary during the preceding calendar year.

(i) The Trustee shall have full power and authority in its absolute discretion, 

without recourse to any court or any notice whatsoever, to do all acts and things 

necessary to accomplish the purposes of Trust II, and to perform the Trustee’s duties as 

such and to receive, hold, manage, and control all the income arising from such trust 

and the corpus thereof and do such other acts or things concerning Trust II as may be 

advisable, including, but not limited to, all powers conferred upon fiduciaries by the New 

Mexico Probate Code.

(j) The Trustee may borrow money, including from its own commercial 

banking department, for such period of time and upon such terms and conditions as it 

may think proper and to mortgage and pledge assets as security for any such loan.

(k) No money or property (either principal or income) or Trust II shall be 

pledged, assigned, transferred, sold in any manner anticipated, charged, or 

encumbered by any Disabled Beneficiary, remainder man or other beneficiary 

hereunder, or be in any manner liable while in the possession of the Trustee for his, her, 

or their debts, contracts, obligations, or engagements, voluntary or involuntary, or for 

any claims, legal or equitable, against such remainder man, beneficiary or beneficiaries. 

No trust property shall be available to any Disabled Beneficiary, remainder man, or any 

other Beneficiary until actually delivered to or for the benefit of him or her.

(l) Any Trustee acting hereunder shall be paid reasonable compensation for 

its services commensurate with such services as are rendered hereunder.  The fees of 

the Trustee shall be paid by the Trust sub-accounts and are subject to change from time 

to time as the Trustee may reasonable determine to be necessary.



(m) Any Trustee shall be subject to the Prudent Investor Rule under New 

Mexico law.

ARTICLE SEVEN

Indemnification

The Trustee and The Arc and each of their agents and employees, as well as 

their agents’ and employees’ heirs and legal and personal representatives, shall be and 

are hereby indemnified by Trust II and the trust property against all claims, liabilities, 

fines, or penalties and against all costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees and 

disbursements and the cost of reasonable settlements) imposed upon, asserted against

or reasonable incurred thereby in connection with or arising out of any claim, action, 

suit, or proceeding in which he, she, or it may be involved by reason of being or having 

been a Trustee or Advisor, whether or not he, she, or it shall have continued to serve as 

such at the time of incurring such claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, costs, or expenses 

or at the time of being subjected to the same.  However, said persons and entities (or 

their heirs or legal representatives) shall not be so indemnified with respect to matters 

as to which he, she, or it shall be finally determined to have been guilty of willful 

misconduct in the performance of any duty as such, by a court of competent jurisdiction.  

This right of indemnification shall not be exclusive of, or prejudicial to, other rights to 

which any such person or entity may be entitled as a matter of law or otherwise.

ARTICLE EIGHT

Amendment and Termination of Trust II

SECTION I

The governing board of The Arc shall have the right and power to amend the

provisions of this Master Trust II and the Joinder Agreement provided, however, that 

such power of amendment shall not extend to any amendment thereof which shall:  (a) 

alter the purpose or objective of Trust II, (b) make gifts revocable that are otherwise 

irrevocable under this Trust or the Joinder Agreement, or (c) change the duties of the 

Trustee without its consent.



SECTION II

Disposition at the Death of a Beneficiary.  Upon the death of a Beneficiary, any 

amounts remaining in the Beneficiary’s Trust Sub-Account shall be held, administered 

and distributed as follows:

(a) Payment of Beneficiary’s Expenses.  The Trustee may pay (i) the 

expenses of the Beneficiary’s funeral and/or cremation and burial, (ii) any management 

and investment fees attributable to Beneficiary’s Trust Sub-Account, (iii) Beneficiary’s 

estate administration expenses, including attorneys’ fees and taxes, and (iv) any other 

outstanding bills for the benefit of the Beneficiary that fall within the terms of the Trust.

(b) Any remaining trust property shall be distributed in accordance with 

the Joinder Agreement for the Beneficiary.

SECTION IV

If it becomes impossible, or impracticable to carry out the purpose and objective 

of Trust II, the Trustee may terminate the Trust and distribute the trust property as set 

forth in Section II of this Article, provided, however, that if The Arc has ceased to exist, 

then any property remaining in Trust II shall be applied and paid over to such other 

organization or organizations as the Trustee, in its sole discretion, may determine then 

to be serving disabled persons’ interests and needs in a manner consistent with the 

purpose and objective of Trust II.

SECTION V

Trust II shall terminate on ______________, unless extended in writing by notice 

to the Trustee by The Arc.  If Trust II is not extended, then all property shall be 

distributed proportionately according to the Joinder Agreement, except no part shall 

revert to The Arc.

ARTICLE NINE

Resignation

The Trustee may resign (or be removed without cause by The Arc) at any time.  

Its successor must be a bank or trust company doing business in the state of New 

Mexico, and shall be selected and appointed by The Arc.  If The Arc does no act within 

thirty (30) days of receiving notice of the Trustee’s intent to resign, its successor shall 



be selected and appointed by the Second Judicial District Court of New Mexico.  Any 

Successor Trustee shall act as such without any liability for the acts or omission of any 

predecessor Trustee.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned hereby subscribe to the above Master 

Trust II agreement, consisting of 13 pages, including this page, on the date last above 

written.

THE ARC OF NEW MEXICO, INC.

BY: __________________________

Date:______________

Settlor

FIRST FINANCIAL TRUST COMPANY

BY: ___________________________

Date: _______________

Trustee


